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Abstract: Soil arching effect is a phenomenon of pile-soil stress transfer, that is, the stress borne by soil is transferred to pile. Therefore, soil arching effect can be defined as a shear stress transfer phenomenon, or as the stress borne by yield soil is transferred to its adjacent soil or constrained soil. The existence of soil arching effect makes the calculation of anti-slide piles very complicated. Starting from the stress characteristics of cantilever pile and the formation mechanism of soil arching effect, this paper discusses the stress intersection area behind the pile and introduces the "inverted trapezoid" stress compression area. The stress state of the "inverted trapezoid" compression zone of the soil arch foot behind the pile is obtained from the mechanics of materials. At the same time, in combination with the M-C strength criterion, the expression of pile spacing is established, taking into account the "inverted" compression area strength of the soil arch foot behind the pile, the compression area strength of the soil arch foot at the side of the pile, and the combined static equilibrium state of the soil arch, so as to delimit the layout range of pile spacing on the premise of ensuring the soil arch effect as the dominant force transmission. The results are verified by an engineering example, and it is concluded that the method in this paper is more practical than the theoretical modeling method of “triangle” compression zone.
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Fig. 1. Inverted trapezoidal compression zone calculation mode.

Fig. 2. Reasonable arch axis calculation sketch.
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